
Workshop  
Overview 

You use PowerPoint at work to create strategic plans, executive 
briefings, research reports and other boardroom-style slides. But could 
your slides be clearer, more convincing and built in half the time? You 
bet! Workshop participants will learn a new method, based on 40 years 
research, for using PowerPoint in business: 
 

1. Eliminate time wasters and complete PowerPoint decks 2-3 

times faster. 

2. Develop a presentation with a clear message, structure and slide 

order. 

3. Develop a clear and persuasive slide using slide title, text, 

pictures and animation.  

4. Enhance their credibility by creating professional-looking slides 

and charts using color, alignment and layout. 

Who  
should attend?  

 

The workshop is for business managers, consultants and executives 

who use PowerPoint to present complex business information. Do any 

of these statements describe your organization’s slides? 

1. We spend way too much time building PowerPoint slides.  

2. Our presentations have no storyline or clear message. Audiences 

leave meetings feeling the time was wasted. 

3. Our slides are essentially incomprehensible. The speaker is 

talking and I have no idea where to look on his slide. People 

email me their PowerPoint decks and each slide is like a puzzle 

that needs to be solved. 

4. Our slides do not look as professional as we’d like. I'm afraid 

amateurish design skills may be hurting our credibility. 

 

Contact Bruce Gabrielle | info@speakingppt.com 

Visual communication skills for business managers  
who use PowerPoint to influence and persuade 

Speaking PowerPoint 
for Business Managers 



Feedback from 
participants 

 

I would absolutely recommend this workshop.  The presenter was 
extremely knowledgeable and up-to-date with recent research being 
done in this area and what those results were.  
Lisa C, Russell Investments   
 

 

I learned more about how to structure more successful executive 

presentations than in any other session I've attended.  

Maureen H, Microsoft 
 
 
The ideas offered in the session make you think, “Why AREN’T we doing 
presentations this way?” 
Steven B, Microsoft  
 
 
The most valuable part was the example of how an ineffective slide was 
cleaned up step by step according to the principles discussed.   
Pando B, Wrigley 
 
 
I was able to use some of the concepts learned in this short training on 

the SAME DAY to vastly improve two decks I was preparing. That's 

effective training! 

Steve H, Microsoft 

 
 
Bruce provides some very clear strategies and lots of solid, tactical tools 
for taking a bunch of blobs of information you need the people to 
understand and use PowerPoint to slice, chunk, and organize it into a 
document that clearly communicates your meaning to the reader.         
Ryan C, Microsoft  
 

About the trainer 
Bruce Gabrielle is author of Speaking PowerPoint: the New Language of  

Business, which teaches business managers a 12-step method for creating  

clearer, more persuasive and more professional-looking PowerPoint slides in  

half the time.  

 

Bruce is president of Insights Works Inc., a market research firm specializing in  

the high-technology industry, where he regularly presents boardroom-style  

PowerPoint slides to executives. 

 

 

Learn more at www.speakingppt.com 
 

Contact Bruce Gabrielle | info@speakingppt.com 


